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Seminar Schedule

August 28 - SCADA Seminar

8 AM - 1 PM
Metropolitan Industries
www.scadaseminar.com
More seminar info available at www.ILCEU.com 24/7

Tradeshow Schedule

9/10-9/12 - IL Potable Water Association
Springfield, IL

10/19-10/22 - WEFTEC Show
McCormick Convention Center
Booth 14059

1/20-1/23 - International Builders Show
Las Vegas, NV
Booth N275
Your Packaged Pump System Specialists!
• Industrial and Commercial
Pumping Systems
• Factory Pre-Piped & Wired
• U.L. Listed Custom Control Panels
• Shipped Fully Assembled
• Single Source Responsibility
• Custom Housing Available
• 50 Years Experience

Speak with a Sales Engineer today or log onto www.metropolitanind.com
Telephone: (815) 886-9200
Outside IL: (800) 323-1665
Fax: (815) 886-6932

37 Forestwood Drive
Romeoville, IL 60446-1343
www.metropolitanind.com
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The Merchandise
Mart in Chicago
encompasses 4.2
million square feet
making it the world’s
largest commercial
building, the largest
wholesale design
center and one of
Chicago’s premier
international
business locations.

Metropolitan Industries Presents

Advances in

GREEN
Technology

Take a break
during the WEFTEC
show on October 21
and join us for a
tour of our facility
as we demonstrate
the latest advances
in Green Water
Systems technology
& conduct seminars
worth 5.0 credit
hours.

We provide the
transportation
every 2 hours
according to the
Bus schedule (right)
leaving from gate
4 of the south
building. (see
map on website)

The latest
in green water
system technology
& products will be
located throughout
the factory
including tours of
our Green facility
(shown right).

Energy Independent Facility
will be on Display Oct. 21

Continuous round trip tours available
from McCormick Place to our Headquarters

Bus schedule:

depart Mccormick Place depart Metropolitan (return trip)

(Bus 1) 9:00 a.m. (Bus 1) 12:00 noon
(Bus 2) 11:00 a.m (Bus 2) 2:00 p.m
(Bus 3) 1:00 p.m. (Bus 3) 4:00 p.m.
•
•

Metro Green

Limited to the first 100 people
Travel time approximately one hour each way

5.0 CEUs OR 5.0 PDHs Available!

Tuesday, October 21, all day
Metropolitan Industries, 37 Forestwood Dr. in Romeoville

Complimentary full buffet and drinks served all day.
Visit us and More Information available at WEFTEC BOOTH 14059

RSVP today by logging onto GreenWaterSystems.US
or for more information call Joe Sanchez at: 815-886-9200 ext. 260

37 Forestwood Drive Romeoville, IL 60446
(815)-886-9200 Fax (815)-886-6932
www.metropolitanind.com
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When the world-renowned Merchandise Mart in Chicago began
the task of obtaining LEED-EB certification, it was just the fifth
building in Chicago to go “Green.” Adhering to standards set forth
by the LEED Green Building Rating System, a voluntary, consensusbased national standard for developing high-performance,
sustainable buildings. The Merchandise Mart focused on five key
areas of green building strategy: sustainable sites, water efficiency,
energy efficiency, materials/resources and indoor environmental
quality as set forth by LEED. Such on-going improvements involved
reevaluation of capital programs for replacement of windows, roofs,
controls, plumbing fixtures, utility meters and lighting.
To better target energy efficiency, just one of the many strategies
directed by Merchandise Mart’s Vice President of Engineering Mark
J. Bettin, P.E. was replacing an outdated domestic water supply
system that was a large consumer of energy and an inefficient
supplier of water.

Plus...

Original System
The original system consisted of five pumps ranging in size from
40 hp to 75 hp. The pumps ran at a constant speed intended for the
highest demands even during low-flow periods such as during the
middle of the night. The system was designed to deliver over 1250
gpm, and incorporated pressure reducing valves on the discharge of
each pump to maintain a system pressure at 200psig. At any flow
less than peak flow the pressure reducing valves would throttle flow
and waste energy.
“With recent restroom renovations complete, water consumption
and demand reduced annually by over 35%, resulting in an
oversized, inefficient pumping system. It required large amounts
of energy to run and replacing it would help in the building’s on
going energy reduction efforts and contribute in maintaining the
standards of LEED certification,” Bettin said.
Continued on page 2
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...Housed Booster Systems Give Boost to City Infrastructure
...Energy Costs, Tax Breaks Energize Solar Market
...New Primer Pump Goes Ape
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Famous Chicago Building puts pressure on Green Initiative
Continued from page 1

According to Merchandise Mart’s Plumbing Foreman, John Geiss, prior
to the retro-fit and during heavy usage, the domestic water system would
see momentary swings in the system as much as 40-PSI at the top end
of the system, resulting in noticeable fluctuations at the fixtures and
excessive pipe movement.
The Merchandise Mart is the world’s largest commercial building,
largest wholesale design center and one of Chicago’s premier international
business locations. Encompassing 4.2 million gross square feet, The Mart
spans two city blocks and stands 25 stories high. Today, The Merchandise
Mart welcomes more than three million visitors each year to its retail
shops, boutiques, 11 floors of permanent showrooms for gift, residential,
casual and contract furnishings, 10 floors of office space, dozens of trade
shows and a myriad of special educational, community and consumer
events.
During peak flows, which typically are during a large tradeshow event
or during the workweek, demand can reach 750 gallons a minute when
up to 20,000 people populate the building during major exhibitions.
However, during low flows, as witnessed during the early morning hours,
demand can slow to a few gallons a minute. With such a wide range of
flows and given the Merchandise Mart’s demanding show schedule where
water consumption constantly changes, the new domestic water system
would need to match not only extremely high flow demands but also the
low flow demands using the least amount of energy necessary.

During the bidding process, quality, service and experience were the
criteria important to Bettin when choosing the companies to complete
the work.
“We pre-qualified the companies such as engineer KGWW, Metropolitan
Industries, Inc., Great Lakes Plumbing and Blaze Electric based on their
experience and reputation,” he said.
Chicago-based Great Lakes Plumbing was awarded the design/
build contract based on the proposal they submitted. Great Lakes’ Bob
DeGuiseppe, project manager, served as the general plumbing contractor
and pump and control system manufacturer Metropolitan Industries,
Inc. of Romeoville, Ill., designed the new system and pressure reducing
zone stations while Blaze Electric of Broadview, Ill. served as the installing
electrical contractor and KJWW of Chicago served as Engineer during the
project.

The New “Green” System
Metropolitan’s design of the pump system and pressure reducing zone
stations was based on two specific goals that included reducing energy
costs on day one of start-up; and ensuring enough redundancy to prevent
loss of service in the future due to power or mechanical issues.
Working closely with DeGuiseppe, Metropolitan Chicago Sales Manger,
Mike Ponx suggested installing a variable-speed system that would reduce
energy costs by half due to the system’s ability to precisely match demand
using only the minimal amount of energy necessary. During low flow
periods where little or no demand exists, the booster pump system shuts

New Metropolitan Primer Pump
Goes Ape for Local Zoo
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The new MP series self priming pump by Metropolitan Industries,
Inc. of Romeoville made its debut at the Brookfield Zoo’s Tropic World
exhibit this summer tasked with the job of pumping the waste and
drainage water from the famous gorilla exhibit.
A total of two, non-clog, self-priming pumps, each rated 1400 gallons
per minute at 22’ of head receive all the waste and water drainage from
the tropical rains and waterfalls that occur inside the exhibit. Each
pump is a belt-driven model with an 8’’ discharge able to handle the
heavy-duty application up to 3’’ solids.
Brookfield Zoo’s Tropic World is one of the largest indoor animal
exhibits in the world according to their website. The exhibit consists
of three continents, Asia, Africa and South America where animals
native to that region are visited by thousands of people every year. Each
continent’s exhibit has animals and a simulated environment unique
to that region.
Installation of the pumps occurred without a system shutdown by
installing the two pumps while a third was running.
The MP series self-priming pump is centrifugal with a two vane,
Metropolitan’s new non-clog self-priming pumps each rated 1400 gallons per
semi-open impeller for handling industrial, commercial and
minute at 22’ of head for this specific job that receives all the waste and drainage
municipal wastewater. Pumps may be driven by electric or hydraulic
from the rains and waterfalls that occur inside the Tropic World Exhibit.
motors or by combustions engines through direct or V-Belt drives.
Features of the pump include an external adjustable impeller, tungsten
Secondly, unlike vertical column pumps, Metropolitan’s self-priming pumps
carbide mechanical seals in a separate oil chamber, and an air release valve require no heavy lifting equipment for removal and transport. Special ceiling
with easy clean-out port.
height is never an issue as well, given its compact structure.
A major advantage of using Metropolitan’s self-priming pump is that all
mechanical components are above the sump pit. These pumps require no
maintenance below pit level and the only thing below the sump cover is a
suction pipe. If an object would ever become lodged in the impeller, a clean-out
port allows for easy removal.

The new Metropolitan MP series pumps are now available in 3”, 4”, 6” and 8”
sizes and are ready for immediate delivery. For more information, contact Mike
Ponx, Chicago sales manager, at 815-886-9200.
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Tropic World Exhibit is one
of the largest indoor animal
exhibits in the world and
contains many popular
species of animals found
in Asia, Africa and South
America. (Photo Courtesy
of the Brookfield Zoo)

The Variable Speed, quadraplex booster system reduced energy consumption
by 50% during evaluation and testing after installation. Its anticipated annual
energy reduction will reach over 125,000 kwh, which will allow the system to
pay for itself overtime through energy savings.

Waterfalls and rainstorms occur inside the exhibit and are
pumped away by the new Metropolitan primer pumps.
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Energy Costs, Tax Breaks
energize solar market

down entirely saving energy and money while four bladder tanks located
in two separate locations help maintain pressure, while the system is not
using energy.
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With solar power gaining popularity in the U.S.,
Viessmann Manufacturing Company of Germany
is ready for the increased demand based on the
more than 2 million solar collector installations
over the last 30 years installed in just Germany
alone.

As energy prices continue to rise at an alarming
pace, consumers are turning their attention to
alternative forms of energy to power their homes.
A front-runner in the alternative energy market is
solar power, which is gaining popularity thanks in
most part to the energy crisis gripping the country.
Solar power is finding its way into homes across
America tasked with reducing the costs for everyday
things such as heating our homes and water.
According to the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE), heating your home accounts for about 56
percent of your utility bill making it the largest
expense for most homes. Water heating is the third
largest energy expense and can account for about
14-25 percent of the utility bill.

ABOVE: Vitosol 200

A recent addition to the Metropolitan
Industries product line are solar powered systems
manufactured by Viessmann for domestic hot
water, radiant floor heating and air conditioning
systems for residential and commercial applications.
The advantages of using solar power for domestic hot water, radiant flooring
and air conditioning are significant given the cost of energy, its continued
rise and its limited supply. The DOE says a solar system can provide up to
80 percent of the heating needs required for a home or business at zero cost
to the consumer after initial equipment and installation costs. Given solar
energy is free, a system will pay back the purchaser in just under a couple
years in energy savings and will continue to pay dividends in energy savings
and consumption for years to come.

BELOW: Vitosol 300

Viessmann solar hot water heating systems,
marketed as the Vitosol, collect and absorb solar
radiation through either solar vacuum tubes
(Vitosol 300) or solar panels (Vitosol 200) and
transfers the solar heat directly to a storage
system, from which the heat is distributed.
Viessmann solar collectors are specifically
designed for northern climates and can produce
as much as 70 percent of the annual hot water
requirements of an average family household.
The average lifespan of any Viessmann solar
product is 20 years or more.

The Viessmann product line is only available
in Illinois at Metropolitan Industries, Inc. located in Romeoville. For more
information, contact Mark Brickey at 815-886-9200.
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The building is divided into four zones to stabilize pressure. At each
zone, pressure reducing valves were downsized to maintain each of the
zone’s pressure requirements and the four bladder tanks were installed on
the 6’’ cold water express risers to sustain pressure when the system shuts
off during low flow periods.
Using bladder tanks at the top of the express riser, pressure is stored so
the system can shut off during low flow periods. As flow is consumed the
pump system will activate and supply water to the building at the desired
pressure. Once the demand for water is reduced to a low flow period, the
system will shut off once again. Significant energy savings is realized
during low flow periods when using variable speed drives and bladder
tanks in combination.
During installation of the pumps and controls, interruption of service
did not occur to the building said DeGuiseppe. “Since the existing booster
system had two independent electrical feeds and the building could not
be without water at any time, the electrical controls were built in two
sections, which would be mated together during
the second phase, he said. DeGuiseppe spilt the new
control panel into two sections, Blaze Electric installed
the main control section first after disconnecting the
first electrical feed, than installed the first two of four
pumps using the new controls. Once the first two
new pumps were online, Blaze Electric removed the
old panel and installed the second half of the new
control panel, which was designed to mate up to the
first section. After that, the remaining two pumps were
installed.

Other benefits include tax incentives from Federal and State governments
in the form of rebates, grants and exemptions that help offset installation
and equipment costs making the technology feasible for many businesses
and families.
For example, the State of Illinois offers a property tax exemption for
passive solar space heat, solar water heat and solar space heat for residential,
commercial and industrial properties according to website dsire.org, a
database of State Incentives for Renewable & Efficiency funded by the
U.S. Department of Energy. A residential solar tax credit is offered by the
Federal Government that offers a maximum incentive of $2000 for a solar
water heating system installation. An incentive offered by the United States
Department of Agriculture is in the form of a grant upwards to 25 percent of
project costs. For renewable energy systems, the minimum grant is $2,500
and the maximum is $500,000. For energy efficiency improvements, the
minimum grant is $1,500 and the maximum is $250,000.

The system supplied was a variable speed, quadraplex booster system
using vertical, multi-stage pumps, total system rated at 1000GPM at 200
PSI. The Merchandise Mart’s peak flows are 750 gallons/minute so in
a condition where any single pump fails, the system will still be able to
handle the load without shut down. To add to the redundancy, there are
two separate power feeds divided between the system. Feed A runs three
pumps and Feed B runs two pumps. If either feed A or feed B is lost, the
building will still have one electrical feed to supply water to the building
without interruption or system shutdown. The electrical control system
and plumbing design was also configured to run one existing pump to
operate as a manual stand-by pump to add further redundancy to the
building.

Results appeared quickly with the installation of the first two pumps.
Energy reductions in the first week were 34%. With completion of all
the pumps, the bladder tanks came on line and the system was set for
commissioning. Utilizing a system by-pass and real-time flow meter,
various loads were created to allow for fine tuning of the drives and
staging of pumps. With the removal of the top zone PRV, the system
pressure was successfully lowered from 200 to 185 PSI. Taking advantage
of the bladder tanks, the night-time mode was enabled resulting in the
cycling of pumps. Week after week, evaluation has shown a reduction in
energy by up to 50% with an anticipated annual energy reduction of over
125,000 kWh.
Within a decade, the system will pay for itself entirely on energy-savings
and the expected life of this system is over 25-30 years so eventually the
system will not only pay the end-user for the cost of the system but it will
also pay the costs to replace itself over its lifetime!

Conclusion
According to Geiss, the completion of the retro-fit work improved the
overall performance of the system by lowering working pressure and
reducing fluctuations throughout the system.
“For the first time we have experienced the most even flow and the best
overall pressure performance at the top of the 10th, 18th and 25th floor
zones,” he said.
According to Geiss, this was accomplished by reducing the size of the
valves in the respective zones to “tighten,” up the flow in conjunction to
the smooth operation of the variable speed booster system and bladder
tanks that feed and assist the entire system as a whole.
“Overall Metropolitan and all parties involved came through with the
promise and commitment to a 2-4 psi swing, and an energy savings that
will match the Merchandise Mart’s committed effort to LEED providing
for a GREENER tomorrow,” said Geiss.

Green Savings

Pictured is a Viessmann hot water solar installation using the Vitosol
200 solar panel.

The energy savings realized using a variable speed
booster system are tremendous. In order to commission
the system and measure the savings, meters were
installed to measure flow and energy consumption.

During low flow periods, usually during the middle of
the night, the variable speed system will shut down
eliminating energy consumption while four bladder
tanks sustain pressure.
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Housed Booster Systems give a
boost to City Infrastructure
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As cities and villages continue to grow and expand, the need to pressurize
potable water does in turn. Packaged water booster stations are essential in
providing the pressue needed to supply water to a subdivision, a large water
tower or to irrigate fields.

speed SCADA-ready controls, lighting, floor drains and mats.
Metropolitan Industries, Inc. offers a variety of finishes for the exterior look
of the building such as exposed aggregate, siding, simulated or real brick,
steel and a ribbed surface. In this particular case, the county specifically
requested a fiberglass exterior for its long lasting appearance in outdoor
elements.
A System for Portage County Water District in Ohio that will supply
pressure to a nearby subdivision.

Packaged water booster stations come in a variety of designs and sizes.
A popular approach in the industry is taking all components, including
pumps, controls, generator and chemical equipment then package it inside
a climate controlled, secure structure on a base. This strategy allows the end
user to have the system delivered as a complete package to a jobsite ready for
installation.

Packaged water booster systems are effective solutions to providing the
pressure necessary to accommodate new subdivisions, shopping centers,
industrial parks and more. Single source responsibility, ease of installation
and effective pumping solutions are why municipalities opt for packaged
solutions. Learn more at http://www.metropolitanind.com/housed pump
systems.htm.
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Tierney says another advantage is single source responsibility which leaves
the manufacturer responsible for the entire system. “One manufacturer
means one person to call anytime technical support is needed.”
Metropolitan Industries is a single source supplier of pumps, control
systems and ancillary equipment for the water and wastewater industry. They
specialize in packaging pump systems such as housed booster pump stations,
valve/control stations, skid-mounted booster systems, lift stations and green
water systems. In business for over 50 years, they employ over 130 people,
occupy a 100,000 sq. ft. manufacturing facility and are frequently consulted
by engineers and contractors for advice on technical pumping solutions.

Back in 2005, Portage County’s distribution system required upgrades
to meet increasing demand. Working with Metropolitan Distributor Scott
Dunlap of Ohio Pump, the county wanted Metropolitan Industries, Inc. to
see what options were available to address this situation.
After studying and analyzing the county’s needs, Metropolitan engineers
suggested having the packaged water booster system intercept a water

Working together with John Ebersbach of Ohio Pump and Engineers Jon
Blair and Dallis Dawson of Dallis Dawson and Associates out of Calcutta,
Ohio, Metropolitan engineered a solution to meet the area’s growth demands
and specifications.

The system, measuring nearly 30’ long by 10’ wide and 8.5’ high, came
with all equipment required for operation such as a variable speed control
panel with touch screen control, a 1000 kW natural gas fueled generator
mounted on the base with an automatic transfer switch, HVAC unit and heater
to control temperature, lighting, and fans. A separate chemical room was
constructed and available for a future injection into the water. The system’s
exterior consists of a pebble beach sandex finish with gutters, downspouts, a
double swing industrial door for the pump/control room and a single swing
industrial door for the chemical room.

“A controlled manufacturing environment allows for testing of the system
which eliminates start-up problems in the field. When a customer takes
delivery of a system they simply need to pipe in, pipe out and run power,”
said Tierney.

Portage County Water District

East Palestine, Ohio located 66 miles southeast of Akron, needed
installation of a packaged water booster station as well to meet the demand
of future population growth due to a proposed nursing home facility, sub
development and installation of a future 500,000 water storage tank.

The engineering team at Metropolitan recommended a triplex, packaged
water booster system capable of 500 GPM of total system flow. Each pump is
rated 250 GPM at 110 PSI.

There are many inherent benefits associated with packaging housed water
booster systems says Mike Tierney, national sales manager at Metropolitan
Industries, Inc. of Romeoville, Ill. Tierney says, during manufacturing, a
system is assembled in a controlled environment eliminating waste, mistakes
and reducing delivery times.

The company recently constructed two separate packaged housed booster
systems for Portage County Water District in Ohio and another for The City
of East Palestine in Ohio through their distributor Ohio Pump located out
of Salem.

East Palestine, Ohio

Your Water & Wastewater
Pumping Specialists
Pre-Fabricated Housed Pumping Systems
• Pre-piped and wired
• Shipped fully assembled and ready to install
• Several housing options available
• Touch screen control operation
• Generator and chemical rooms available
• Custom Variable Speed Control Systems

ABOVE: Various inside views of Metropolitan Housed Booster Systems.

Below Ground Prefabricated Lift Stations

transmission line located 21/2 miles from the booster system and boost water
to a nearby water tower that would supply pressure to a nearby subdivision.

• Single-source systems complete with all equipment required
for operation

After receiving approval from the county, Metropolitan constructed the
system that measured 12’ wide x 20’ long x nearly 10’ tall. Inside the heart of
the system consists of three pumps each rated 695 gallons per minute (GPM)
at 158’ of total dynamic head. Total system flow is 1390 GPM at a system
discharge of 68 PSI. Accessories include a 230kW diesel generator mounted
on the housing base just outside the building with a 225 amp automatic
transfer switch. Other accessories include a 1.5 ton HVAC system, variable

• Simplex, duplex, triplex or larger systems available

• Available in stainless steel, coated steel options, high density
polyethylene and ﬁberglass
• Outside valve box permits servicing without entering sump
• Custom Variable or Constant Speed Control Systems

The Pumping World’s One Stop Shop!™
37 Forestwood Drive
Romeoville, IL 60446
www.metropolitanind.com

Telephone: 815-886-9200
Outside IL: 800-323-1665
Fax: 815-886-6932
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ABOVE: A system delivered to East Palestine, Ohio to supply pressure
for a nursing home and sub-development.

